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Abstract

from Stevens’ (symmetric) relational account of bx [17], previously
introduced as consistency maintainers by Meertens [14]:

Bidirectional transformations (bx) are a diverse collection of formalisms for maintaining consistency between related data models.
While much existing work has described extensional, state-based
formalisms, in recent years attention has turned to incorporating
intensional data about edits (based on monoid actions), or more
generally, deltas (based on categories), describing model updates.
We develop a proof-relevant interpretation of such bx, and indicate how to organise their underlying data into a bicategory;
none other than that of proof-relevant bisimulations between model
spaces, with transitions given by updates. Composition of bx is
given by a tensor product construction (not previously known to
us from the bisimulation literature), inducing a forgetful homomorphism to the underlying bicategory of model spaces and consistency relations. Well-known properties of bx such as hippocraticness (‘GetPut’ for lenses) or overwriteability (‘PutPut’) give rise to
full sub-bicategories; that is, such bx are closed under composition.
Throughout we exploit the interplay between bicategorical and
type-theoretic structure: we thus obtain a characterisation of the
alignment problem in type-theoretic terms, as well as a number of
suggestive directions for future investigation.

D EFINITION 1. A bidirectional transformation is specified by:
• a consistency relation R ⊆ A × B
• forward and backward consistency restorers,

.R : A × B −→ B

/R : A × B −→ A

• such that:

correctness: a R (a .R b), (a /R b) R b
i.e. consistency is indeed restored
hippocraticness: a R b =⇒ a .R b = b,
i.e. if already consistent, do nothing!

a /R b = a,

Proof-relevance
The basic picture above leaves implicit the underlying notion of
update, relying on a scenario in which inputs to .R or /R reflect an
updated value in the A, respectively B, argument. We now consider
proof-relevant interpretations, via the now-familiar identification of
propositions-as-types in dependent type theory: both updates and
(proofs of) consistency are represented by families of types, with:
• ∂aAa0 , representing those updates (edits) δ which transform a : A
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into a0 : A, symbolically δ : a 7→ a0 ; similarly for ∂bBb0 ; for
classical state-based formalisms such as asymmetric lenses [8],
one may take ∂aAa0 to be the trivial singleton family, inhabited
everywhere by a dummy witness to each state update a 7→ a0 ;

Bidirectional transformations (Bx)

• Ta b , representing witnesses t to the proposition ‘a R b’; such

families T may be seen as generalising the notion of lens complement [13] (itself generalising view-update “with constant
complement” [3]; for lenses, the consistency relation is implicit,
but recoverable as the graph relation of the get operation [8]).

Bx are a diverse collection of formalisms for maintaining consistency between related data models: in databases (as solutions to the
so-called view-update problem [3]); in HCI (capturing the basic dynamics of MVC-style interfaces [14]); in programming languages
via the richly-varied notion of lens [1,4,7–10]; and in model-driven
development (MDD) of software, via the use of triple-graph grammar (TGG) formalisms and tools [16], and the OMG standard QVTR [15], which supports a rich specification language for consistency relations between models (in checkonly mode), as well as
forward and backward modes for consistency restoration. We start

This set-up is interpretable in the bicategory [5] Rel of relations:
in type theory, with 0-cells given by types A, B, 1-cells given by
relations T , identity and composition given by the identity type, and
relational composition a (R ⊗ S) c =def Σb:B Ra b × Sb c with 2-cells
the proof-relevant inclusions R ⊆ p S =def p : Πa:A b:B a R b ⇒ a S b.

Bx are bisimulations
Now, forward consistency restoration specifies that: given a, b T consistent, and an A-update δ : a 7→ a0 , there should exist a Bupdate δ 0 : b 7→ b0 (vice versa in the backward direction). Observing
that proof-relevant inclusions serve as constructive witnesses to
o
such existence, we have (with ∂ A the opposite relation to ∂ A ):
o

∂ A ⊗ T ⊆ .T T ⊗ ∂ B

o

o

∂ B ⊗ T ⊆ /T T ⊗ ∂ A

o

These two inclusions encode algebraically the usual diagrammatic
properties defining a bisimulation between two labelled transition
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systems, thus (very compactly!) justifying the claim of the title, that
the forward and backward transformations witness T as a proofrelevant bisimulation between the model spaces A, B, with updates
∂ A , ∂ B defining the transitions between model states. We write:
T B, where A =def (A, ∂ A ), B =def (B, ∂ B ).
T =def (T, .T , /T ) : A−
−

Why Bicategories?
The above structure yields a bicategory Bisim, with 0-cells given
by the model spaces A, 1-cells given by bx, as proof-relevant
T B, and 2-cells given by proof-relevant equivbisimulations T:A−
−
alences T ⊆ p T 0 ⊆q T between consistency relations T, T 0 .
There is a (forgetful) homomorphism of bicategories between
Bisim, and Rel: on 0-cells, it forgets the update structure, on 1cells, it maps a bx T to its underlying consistency relation T , and
on 2-cells, an equivalence (p, q) maps to p.
This homomorphism depends on a definition of composition
(⊗) between bx/bisimulations which is new, as far as we are aware
(but which generalises existing definitions of lens composition):
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